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1 The problem of Dinka plural morphology

▷ Dinka (Nilotic, South Sudan) has been cited as a challenge for itembased approaches to morphology, since its inflectional system is primarily
expressed through changes to the root (e.g. Aronoff and Fudeman 2011:54; Inkelas 2014:72; Arkadiev and Klamer 2018:450).

▷ A variety of changes mark the plural, for instance, including lengthening, shortening, raising, lowering, as well as alternations in voice and tone
(1a–j). These changes frequently do and do not cooccur, potentially requiring a multitude of autosegmental affixes.

(1) Singular Plural Root Singular Plural Root
a. ŋěet ŋèeet ‘razor’ f. pâaac pɛ̌ɛc ‘stubble’
b. gèeŋ gê̤eŋ ‘hat’ g. adwɔ̤̀ɔk adò̤ook ‘gourd’
c. d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’ h. ŋɔ̂ɔɔk ŋàak ‘catfish’
d. dò̤oot dó̤t ‘gravel’ i. rjɛ̌ɛm rím ‘blood’
e. abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’ j. aɟì̤t̪ aɟî̤iit̪ ‘chicken’

▷ Dinka number morphology is particularly difficult, because it has been argued to be essentially irregular (Ladd et al. 2009), raising the question of
whether any consistent affixes can be posited:1

– Ladd et al. (2009:660): “[D]ata from the noun numbermarking system of Dinka ... make[s] it appear entirely possible for a rich inflectional
system not to have any patterns that can be identified as regular at all.”

This talk: Dinka plural morphology is concatenative and regular.

1Andersen (2014) recognizes 21 recurrent patterns of number marking in 66% of his corpus, but he does ultimately view the number inflection of a noun as unpredictable.
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There are two key components to our concatenative analysis:

1. Dinka has tripartite number: Many Nilotic languages have a tripartite number system (Dimmendaal 2000), in which nouns either combine with
a plural suffix only (2a), a singular suffix only (2b), or a suffix in both numbers (2c):

(2) Singular Plural Meaning
kùl kùlàk ‘warthog’ Inherently singular
wèerìt̪ wɛ̀ɛr ‘wing’ Inherently plural
tíibú típʌ́n ‘shadow’ Numberless
(Surkum, Andersen 2014:240–241)

2. Floating affixes: We identify three types of floating affixes that mark singular and plural in Dinka:

▷ Lengthening to a long, trimoraic vowel:

(3) Singular Plural Meaning
kàl kâaal ‘town, fence’
cǒol còool ‘charcoal’

(4) Singular Plural Meaning
akɔ̤̂ɔɔn akɔ̤̌ɔn ‘elephant’
agṳ̌uuk agṳ̂k ‘dove’

▷ Vowel raising and lengthening to a mid, bimoraic vowel:2

(5) Singular Plural Meaning
ràaŋ rɛ̤̂ɛŋ ‘grave’
kwác kwě̤ec ‘leopard’

(6) Singular Plural Meaning
abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’
lɛ̤́ɛj là̤aj ‘animal’

▷ Vowel lowering and lengthening to a mid, bimoraic vowel:

(7) Singular Plural Meaning
kɔ̤́m kà̤am ‘worm’
ŋèej ŋɛ̀ɛj ‘bran’

(8) Singular Plural Meaning
t̪ɔ̤̀ɔk t̪ò̤ok ‘goat’
kjě̤ec kí̤c ‘bee’

⇒ As long as we allow for an affixspecific ban on long vowels, these processes are straightforwardly additive. In addition, we show that each
process represents a coherent declension class within which alternations in tone and voice are regular.

2Note that we will see that some forms with vowel raising do permit lengthening to long in the plural, providing one source of systematic ambiguity.
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2 The expression of number in Dinka

2.1 Constraints on Dinka roots

▷ Dinka is a Nilotic language spoken in South Sudan. We focus here on the Luanyjang dialect, as described by Remijsen and Ladd (2008), Ladd et al.
(2009), and Remijsen and Manyang (2009).

▷ We make use of the corpus of 363 native noun singularplural pairs examined by Ladd et al. (2009) from the Luanyjang dialect (Remijsen 2013).
Unless a source is provided, all data is taken from there.

▷ Dinka roots are generallymonosyllabic with an obligatory onset and coda, as illustrated with some nouns and verbs in (9a–h):

(9) Noun Meaning Verb Meaning
a. jòom ‘wind’ e. máaan ‘hate.NF’
b. kít ‘color’ f. kóoot ‘care.for.NF’
c. pjè̤en ‘viper’ g. kwǎ̤at̪ ‘wrap.NF’
d. gwɛ̀ɛl ‘collar bone’ h. těet ‘pick.NF’
(Remijsen and Ladd 2008:180,186, Remijsen and Manyang 2009:115,119)

Andersen (1993:2) and Remijsen and Manyang (2009:114) provide the following template:

(10) Template for Dinka roots:
C (w) (j) V (V) (V) C

Length, voice, and tone in Dinka roots

▷ Dinka vowels display a ternary contrast in length, between short, medium, and long vowels. Some nearminimal triplets appear in (11):3

(11) Short Medium Long
láŋ ‘k.o. berries làaŋ ‘k.o. berry’ lǎaaŋ ‘slave’
kít ‘color’ kî̤it ‘colors’ kî̤iit̪ ‘cloth bag’
cól ‘mouse’ cǒol ‘charcoal’ còool ‘charcoal.PL’

3Dinka roots also may contain one or two glides. These glides do not affect vowel length and can serve as codas, so may be best analyzed as part of the onset (see Andersen 1993).
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▷ Also, Luanyjang Dinka distinguishes four tones: high /◌́/, low /◌̀/, rising /◌̌/, and falling /◌̂/. Finally, vowels show a binary contrast between
modal/creaky voice (unmarked) and breathy voice /◌̤/, in all vowels except u:

(12) Creaky Breathy
ɟáak ‘pelican’ ɟǎ̤al ‘visitor, guest’
gwét̪ ‘Nile perch’ gwé̤t ‘bead’
ŋɛ́ɛɛr ‘k.o. gazelle’ nwɛ̤̀ɛɛr ‘Nuer’
kìiir ‘big river’ kì̤iir ‘thorny k.o. tree’
tóoc ‘swamp’ tò̤oɲ ‘pot’
rwɔ̀ɔŋ ‘stone of fruit’ rwɔ̤̂ɔn ‘year’

wṳ́uk ‘wing’

Note: We mark voice and tone only on the first vowel, following Andersen.

Polysyllabic nouns

▷ There is one class of polysyllabic nouns prefixed with a, historically likely derived from a nominalizing morpheme but nontransparent in a number
of cases:

(13) agò̤r ‘river bank’
awán ‘jackal’
aŋɔ́ɔw ‘cat’
agè̤ek ‘road’
atṳ́uuc ‘messenger’
amà̤aal ‘sheep’

▷ The final syllable of these nouns shows the same range of contrasts as monosyllables, and inflectional changes are confined to the final syllable also.
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2.2 On the irregularity of Dinka number marking (Ladd et al. 2009)

▷ In both the nominal and verbal domain, Dinka often makes use of changes to the root to express inflectional morphology.
▷ It has often been noted that Dinka plural marking looks highly irregular (Mitterrutzner 1866:15; Beltrame 1880:22–24; Nebel 1948:3,34; Tucker
1981:296, all cited in Andersen 2014:226; Ladd et al. 2009).

▷ Plurals can be marked through changes in voice (14a), tone (14b), lengthening (14c), shortening (14d), vowel raising (14e), vowel lowering (14f),
suppletion (14g), and a change in the coda consonant (14h).

(14) Singular Plural Root
a. gèeŋ gê̤eŋ ‘hat’
b. gòoŋ góoŋ ‘hedgehog’
c. aɟì̤t aɟî̤iit ‘chicken’
d. dò̤oot dó̤t ‘gravel’
e. ɟǎ̤aŋ ɟjě̤eŋ ‘Dinka’
f. . gɔ̀ɔl gàal ‘wild dog’
g. tìik djà̤aar ‘woman’
h. jí̤ic jì̤it ‘ear’

▷ Ladd et al. (2009) investigate regularity in Dinka plurals in a corpus of 373 native noun pairs from the Luanyjang dialect.4

▷ They note 81 different combinations of change from the singular to the plural, with the most common one occurring in 12% of nouns (a onestep
change in length and an alternation between a H and L tone).

⇒ They identify a number of probabilistic generalizations, but conclude that plural morphology is in essence irregular: “Though there clearly some ten
dencies and probabilistic generalizations about how the phonological differences can be combined, it does not appear possible to identify any phonological
or semantic motivation for the choice of numbermarking pattern.” (Ladd et al. 2009:668)

(But see Ladd and Blum to appear a converging view that there are important subregularities.)

4Note that Ladd et al. include in their results 10 pairs of singularcollective forms. For eight of these nouns, there is a distinct plural, which is listed as a separate pair. As discussed by
Andersen (2014:sec. 9), collective forms are distinct from plurals and so we exclude them from our examination of singularplural marking. The remaining two collective pairs involve
liquids, cáacǎaak ‘milk’ and pí̤iwpjê̤ew ‘water’. Andersen notes that these are pluralcollective pairs, with no true singular, in the Agar dialect.
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3 Tripartite number and Dinka vowel grades

3.1 Tripartite number

Can an inflectional system be fully irregular?

▷ A first step in making sense of Dinka plural morphology is to adopt a synchronic tripartite number analysis of Dinka, contra Andersen (2014).
An important source of the complexity of Dinka plurals is that the number marking system derives historically from a tripartite number system
(Ladd et al. 2009; Andersen 2014), common in Nilotic languages.

▷ In Surkum (Sudan, Nilotic), for example, there are three patterns of number marking: i) inherently singular nouns, only suffixed in the plural, ii)
inherently plural, only suffixed in the singular, and iii) “numberless” nouns, with suffixes in both the singular and plural:

(15) Singular Plural Meaning
kùl kùlàk ‘warthog’ Inherently singular
wèerìt wɛ̀ɛr ‘wing’ Inherently plural
tíibú típʌ́n ‘shadow’ Numberless
(Surkum, Andersen 2014:240–241)

▷ Inherently plural nouns frequently refer to entities that naturally occur in pairs or pluralities, like wings, while inherently singular nouns refer to
items and individuals that tend to occur in isolation.

▷ As described by Andersen, Dinka once had a similar system of number suffixes, which triggered assimilatory processes in the root. These suffixes
were subsequently lost, triggering compensatory lengthening of the root. As a result, we can identify the same three classes of nouns:

(16) Singular Plural Meaning
jòom jòoom ‘wind’ Inherently singular
ŋṳ̀uur ŋṳ́r ‘heel’ Inherently plural
adwɔ̤̀ɔk adò̤ook ‘kind of gourd’ Numberless5

⇒ Within an autosegmental approach to phonology, the processes of assimilation and lengthening can be identified with floating affixes. We adopt this
idea and propose that Dinka has a synchronic tripartite number system. (See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of Andersen’s 2014 arguments against
a synchronic tripartite analysis, which we show are not problematic.)

5This pair reflects a numberless noun, because the singular is marked by vowel lowering and the plural by lengthening.
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3.2 Vowel raising and lowering in Dinka vowel grades

What kind of assimilatory processes occur in Dinka roots?
In order to understand inflectional morphology in Dinka, it is important to understand the processes of vowel lowering and raising that manymorphological
categories make use of.

Andersen (1993) describes these changes in terms of three distinct vowel “grades”. Each morphological category falls into Grade 1, Grade 2, or Grade
3, which are outlined in Table 1:

(17) Table 1. Dinka vowel grades.6
Creaky Breathy

Grade 1 i e a ɔ o i̤ e̤ a̤ ɔ̤ o̤ ṳ
Grade 2 i e ɛ ɔ o i̤ e̤ ɛ̤ ɔ̤ o̤ ṳ
Grade 3 jɛ ɛ a a wɔ je̤ ɛ̤ a̤ a̤ ɔ̤ wo̤

Each row lists all vowels found in a grade. Each column indicates how vowels correspond across grades.

▷ Grade 1: This vowel grade is considered basic, and assumed to reflect the underlying vowel in the root, since it is most frequent and surfaces in
unmarked forms (see Andersen 1993, 2017 for more arguments).

▷ Grade 2: A number of different inflectional and derivational categories shift the underlying vowel to Grade 2, raising a to ɛ, but leaving all other
vowels unaffected.7 We see this pattern in 3rd person singular subject agreement and nontopical subject inflection, for example:

(18) Underlying form 3SG Nontopical subject Meaning
lêer lèeer léeer ‘roll’
ŋáaɲ ŋɛ̀ɛɛɲ ŋɛ́ɛɛɲ ‘open’
cɔ̂ɔl cɔ̀ɔɔl cɔ́ɔɔl ‘call’
(Agar Dinka; Andersen 1993:20)

6See Ladd and Blum (to appear:sec. 2.1.2) for a discussion of some minor differences in how these vowel grades function in Luanyjang.
7As a result, both ɛ and ɛ̤ only surface in Grade 2 and 3. We will see, however, that there are a handful of noun pairs that have an ɛ vowel in the singular and in the plural in the absence

of clear evidence for an alternation in grades, which we will treat as exceptional Grade 1 forms.
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▷ Grade 3: Other morphological categories systematically involve vowel lowering. Grade 3 inflection triggers vowel lowering and breaking except
when the root vowel is a. 1SG subject agreement is marked by Grade 3, for instance, and it is also triggered by the 2PL subject clitic:

(19) Underlying form8 1SG 2PL Meaning
pî̤k pjè̤ek pjé̤kkà̤ ‘push’
bṳ̀t̪ buò̤ot̪ buó̤t̪kà̤ ‘build’
bô̤k bɔ̤̀ɔk bɔ̤́kkà̤ ‘throw at’
lât làat látkà̤ ‘insult’
(Agar Dinka; Andersen 1993:11–12)

Historically, these assimilatory processes reflect vowel suffixes that have since been lost. Andersen (2014:239) points out that these vowel suffixes are
preserved in other Nilotic languages, as in Surkum (Sudan):

(20) Unmarked 1SG (Grade 3) 3SG (Grade 2) Meaning
lɔ̀ɔk làaak lɔ̀ɔɔk ‘wash’ Agar Dinka
càm càam cɛ̀ɛm ‘eat’
lɔ́ɔk lɔ́ɔgá lɔ́ɔgɛ̀ ‘wash’ Surkum
ʔàm ʔàmà ʔàmɛ̀ ‘eat’

Key points:

▷ A vowel grade does not represent a single morpheme or morphological category, but is a way of describing assimilatory processes that are used
frequently in Dinka morphology.

▷ In an itembased approach to morphology, Grade 2 and Grade 3 potentially reflect different underlying vowel affixeswhich trigger assimilation
in the root vowel.

8The underlying form is based on the root types proposed by Andersen. See Trommer (2011:sec. 5.2) for a proposal that posits slightly different tones.
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3.3 Vowel grades in number marking

Grade 2 and Grade 3 are frequently used in Dinka number marking as well, both in the singular and in the plural (Ladd et al. 2009; Andersen 2014; Ladd
and Blum to appear).

(21) Grade 2 in the singular:
Singular Plural Meaning
abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’
gwɛ̀ɛl gwál ‘collar bone’
wɛ̤̂ɛɛr wà̤r ‘cow dung’

(22) Grade 2 in the plural:
Singular Plural Meaning
màac mɛ̤̂ɛc ‘bullet’
gá̤ac gɛ̤̀ɛɛc ‘kind of basket’
aŋâ̤aŋ aŋɛ̤̀ɛɛŋ ‘poor person’

Note: Identifying Grade 2 is not always easy, since many vowels remain unchanged, so we have to look for a change from a to ɛ. Similarly, we do not
necessarily know whether the plurals in (21) or the singulars in (22) are in Grade 1 or Grade 3.

(23) Grade 3 in the singular:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪ɔ̤̀ɔk t̪ò̤ok ‘goat’
kjě̤ec kí̤c ‘bee’
akwò̤om akṳ́m ‘stopper’

(24) Grade 3 in the plural:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’
d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’
ŋèej ŋɛ̀ɛj ‘bran’

Note: Identifying Grade 3 is easier because most vowels lower, except for a. But, again, the plurals in (23) and the singulars in (24) can in principle be
Grade 1 or 2.

As in the verbal domain, Andersen (2014:241–242) observes that other Nilotic languages preserve vowel suffixes in the same environments:

(25) Singular Plural Meaning
màac mɛ̤̂ɛc (Grade 2) ‘fire’ Agar Dinka
kɔ̤̂ɔl kà̤al (Grade 3) ‘hole’
rjɛ́ɛm (Grade 3) rím ‘blood’
lê̤ec (Grade 2)9 lèc ‘tooth’
máac mʌ́ɟít̪ ‘fire’ Surkum
kʌ̀ʌl kʌ́tʌ́n ‘hole’
rɪ́mát̪ rɪ́m ‘blood’
lègìt̪ lɛ́k ‘tooth’
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Our proposal: The vowel grade effects reflect floating V suffixes, integrated into the root as the result of the templatic requirements on Dinka nouns
and triggering assimilation.10

In this view, the forms in (21)–(24) represent at least four different V suffixes, of which two trigger the Grade 2 raising process and two trigger the
lowering that characterizes Grade 3:

(26) Singular suffixes:
Singular Plural Meaning

Surface form abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’
Underlying form abát̪ + V2 abát̪
Surface form kjě̤ec kí̤c ‘bee’
Underlying form kí̤c + V3 kí̤c

(27) Plural suffixes:
Singular Plural Meaning

Surface form màac mɛ̤̂ɛc ‘bullet’
Underlying form màac màac + V2
Surface form d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’
Underlying form d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk + V3

See also Ladd and Blum (to appear), who also posit these four nominal classes.

4 Grade 2 and Grade 3 suffixes are regular

4.1 Grade 3 suffixes contribute one mora and are lowtoned

Do Grade 2 and Grade 3 number suffixes have a consistent form?
We start with Grade 3 suffixes, which are easiest to identify. To determine the form of Grade 3 suffixes, we extracted 115 noun pairs that unambiguously
involve Grade 3. These are forms that exhibit lowering (excluding underlying a).

1. Grade 3 suffixes lengthen to a medium vowel.
In both the singular and the plural, the majority of Grade 3 nouns contain a medium vowel (90/115 nouns). As a result, we posit that Grade 3
suffixes lengthen the root by one mora (cf. Ladd and Blum to appear). Many roots with a short vowel are lengthened to medium (41 nouns):

9It is not obvious at this point that the form lê̤ec is Grade 2. But we will see below that only Grade 2 suffixes add breathy voice, allowing this grade to be diagnosed even when the
underlying vowel is not a in some cases.

10How exactly to implement the vowel lowering/raising processes is not necessarily straightforward, especially Grade 3, which involves a kind of chain shift. See, for example,
Kirchner (1996), Łubowicz (2003), Mortensen (2006), and Trommer (2011) for discussion of chain shifts.
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(28) Grade 3 on inherently singular CVC nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
cól cwɔ̀ɔl ‘mouse’
lòɲ lwɔ̀ɔɲ ‘kind of small animal’
kíl kjɛ̀ɛl ‘rhinoceros’

(29) Grade 3 on inherently plural CVC nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
rwɔ̤̂ɔn rṳ̀n ‘year’
kjě̤ec kí̤c ‘bee’
akwò̤om akṳ́m ‘stopper’

With roots that contain a medium vowel, there is no apparent lengthening (39 nouns):

(30) Grade 3 on inherently singular CVVC nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’
d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’
ŋèej ŋɛ̀ɛj ‘bran’

(31) Grade 3 on inherently plural CVVC nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
tjɛ̤̌ɛt tí̤it ‘sorcerer’
dɛ̤̂ɛl dê̤el ‘skin’
awwɔ̤̌ɔw awṳ́uw ‘millet’

Finally, there are 13 long Grade 3 nouns that end in r:

(32) Long Grade 3 nouns with coda r:
Singular Plural Meaning
tír tjɛ̀ɛɛr ‘bloodfeud’
péeer pɛ̀ɛɛr ‘bushbuck’
djɛ̀ɛɛr dìiir ‘leg’
gjɛ́ɛɛr gír ‘kind of tree’

But Remijsen and Gilley (2008:330–332) show that there is no distinction between medium and long vowels phonetically before r.11 If the nouns in
(32) too are taken to involve medium vowels underlyingly, then 103/115 Grade 3 nouns are bimoraic.
⇒ We propose then that both the singular Grade 3 suffix and the plural Grade 3 suffix are associated with an affixspecific ban on long vowels
template. Andersen (2014) notes the same behavior for the benefactive in the verbal domain (see Flack 2007 and Trommer 2015 for implementa
tions).12

11Instead, the duration of a medium/long vowel before r is analogous to the duration of a long vowel, suggesting that underlying medium vowels undergo a process of lengthening to
long in this context.

12Trommer’s account avoids affixspecific phonology by treating affixes like the benefactive as moraic circumfixes, also adopting a constraint that requires moras from the same
morpheme to be contiguous (effectively causing all intervening root moras to be deleted).
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2. Grade 3 suffixes carry a low tone.
In both the singular and the plural, Grade 3 nouns predominantly carry a low tone (76/115):

(33) Grade 3 with low tone on inherently singular nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’
d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’
ŋèej ŋɛ̀ɛj ‘bran’

(34) Grade 3 with low tone on inherently plural nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪ɔ̤̀ɔk t̪ò̤ok ‘goat’
djɛ̀ɛɛr dìiir ‘leg’
akwò̤om akṳ́m ‘stopper’

We propose that the underlying tone of Grade 3 suffixes is a low tone, which can overwrite the stem tone.

3. Grade 3 nouns with a complex tone.
The remaining Grade 3 nouns mostly carry a complex tone. Only 8 nouns carry a high tone, which we treat as exceptional. The other nouns obey
the pattern in (35):13

(35) Tonal alternations with complex tones in Grade 3:
Grade 3 nouns with a rising tone have a rising or high tone in the root (14/17)
Grade 3 nouns with a falling tone have a falling or low tone in the root (7/8)

We suggest that the choice between a low tone and the pattern in (35) reflects an underlying difference in Dinka roots.
⇒ Gjersøe (2020), working on plurality in closely related Nuer (Eastern Jikany), posits a distinction between stable stems, whose lexical tones are
preserved, and unstable stems, whose lexical tones are overwritten. We adopt this distinction, but propose that it manifests differently in Dinka. In
particular, we propose that Dinka stable stems combine their lexical tone and the suffix tone to form a complex tone.14

(36) Low tone on root maps to falling tone:
ɟɔ̀ɔk → ɟâak3 ‘god’:
CV̀VC + V̀3 → CV̂V3C

(37) High tone on root maps to rising tone:
bjó̤ok → bjɔ̤̌ɔk3 ‘animal hide’:
CV́VC + V̀3 → CV̌V3C

13We exclude here six nouns that are part of the numberless nouns discussed in Appendix B, because these are marked in the plural with a low tone associated with the long plural,
obscuring the underlying lexical tone.

14Why does a low tone map to a falling tone and a high tone to a rising tone? Remijsen and Ladd (2008:181) show that both rising/high and falling/low are difficult to distinguish in
certain contexts in Luanyjang. Both low and falling tones involve a fall in pitch, but at different points in the syllable. This difference is difficult to perceive in short vowels. High and
rising tones are very similar in citation forms and at the end of a declarative, where the rising tone is realized as a mid tone with a level f0, like the high tone. We propose then Dinka
stable stems map their lexical tone to their “most similar” complex tone (cf. Steriade 2008).
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Grade 3 suffixes have a consistent representation, as low toned V suffixes with a ban on long vowels. Also, these generalizations extend to 14 nouns
with underlying a, which does not lower in Grade 3:15

(38) Singular Plural Meaning
cwá̤ɲ cwà̤aɲ ‘liver’
jál jàal ‘courtyard’
apàac apác ‘floating swamp grass’
làaŋ láŋ ‘kind of berry’

4.2 The form of Grade 2 suffixes

We examine 43 nouns with unambiguous Grade 2 in the singular or plural (pairs with a alternating with ɛ):16 Grade 2 suffixes have many of the same
effects on length and tone as Grade 3 suffixes. We propose that Grade 2 suffixes are also lowtoned and contribute one mora (see also Ladd and Blum
to appear).

1. Grade 2 suffixes contribute one mora.
Like Grade 3 suffixes, Grade 2 suffixes result in lengthening. Short vowels lengthen to medium in Grade 2 (11 nouns):

(39) Singular Plural Meaning
abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’
gwɛ̀ɛl gwál ‘collar bone’
awán awě̤en ‘jackal’
kwác kwě̤ec17 ‘leopard’

The patterns with medium vowels are discussed in more detail below.

15Although these forms are in principle ambiguous, we will show that all Grade 1 suffixes lengthen vowels to long. In our analysis, these forms must then involve Grade 3 underlyingly.
16Note that the set of unambiguous Grade 2 nouns is much smaller, since Grade 2 only affects underlying a.
17As discussed by Andersen (2017), Grade 2 ɛ̤ raises to e̤ after a glide.
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2. Grade 2 suffixes contribute a low tone or map to a complex tone.
14 Grade 2 nouns carry a low tone (40). Only two Grade 2 nouns carry a high tone, which we again suggest is exceptional.

(40) Grade 2 suffixes with low tone:
Singular Plural Meaning
abɛ̀ɛt̪ abát̪ ‘waterlily’
gwɛ̀ɛl gwál ‘collar bone’
awâaj awɛ̀ɛɛj ‘salt’
gá̤ac gɛ̤̀ɛɛc ‘kind of basket’

The remaining nouns carry a complex tone. The relationship between these complex tones and the lexical tone of the root noun is the same as
proposed for stable stems for Grade 3 suffixes:18

(41) Tonal alternations with complex tones in Grade 2:
Grade 2 nouns with a rising tone have a rising or high tone in the root (8/8)
Grade 2 nouns with a falling tone have a falling or low tone in the root (7/8)

⇒ Although they trigger distinct assimilatory processes, Grade 2 suffixes have the same underlying form as Grade 3 suffixes. The singular and plural
Grade 2 suffix are both lowtoned vowel suffixes, which interact in the same way with stable stems.

18We are excluding for this count here 11 nouns which are Grade 2 plurals, but which we will show carry a Grade 1 morpheme in the singular, as evident by the long vowel they carry.
This Grade 1 suffix displays tonal polarity, obscuring the underlying tone of the root.
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4.3 Grade 2 suffixes and stable/unstable stem distinction

In Grade 2 plurals, a split emerges with roots with medium vowels.19 Some medium vowels retain their length (42), but others become long (43).

(42) Grade 2 plurals not lengthening to long:
Singular Plural Meaning
màac mɛ̤̂ɛc ‘bullet’
aláat̪ alɛ̤̌ɛt̪ ‘item of clothing’
ràaŋ rɛ̤̂ɛŋ ‘grave’
ɲáaŋ ɲě̤eŋ ‘crocodile’
d̪àaŋ d̪ɛ̤̂ɛŋ ‘gun’
jàaj jê̤ej ‘ceremony’
ɟǎ̤aŋ ɟjě̤eŋ ‘Dinka’

(43) Grade 2 plurals lengthening to long:
Singular Plural Meaning
awâaj awɛ̀ɛɛj ‘salt’
gá̤ac gɛ̤̀ɛɛc ‘kind of basket’
aŋâ̤aŋ aŋɛ̤̀ɛɛŋ ‘poor person’
aɟàak aɟjɛ̀ɛɛk ‘rich person’
apa̤arà̤ak apa̤arɛ̤̀ɛɛk ‘adult’

▷ Strikingly, the Grade 2 nouns that do not lengthen in (42) are all stable stems, carrying complex tones following the same correspondences observed
with Grade 3 nouns. In addition, these forms all acquire breathy voice, if not underlying.

▷ The Grade 2 nouns that lengthen to long are all unstable stems, with their lexical tone overwritten by a low tone and no obvious change in voicing.

Our proposal: In the plural, the Grade 2 suffix has two allomorphs, which are sensitive to the distinction between stable and unstable stems:20

1. With stable stems: The Grade 2 plural is associated with a ban on long vowels and breathy voice.

(44) màac  mɛ̤̂ɛc2 ‘bullet’:
CV̀VC + V̤̀2 → CV̤̂V2C

2. With unstable stems: The Grade 2 plural always lengthens by one mora (short to medium, medium to long).

(45) awâaj  awɛ̀ɛɛj2 ‘salt’:
CV̂VC + V̀2 → CV̀VV2C

19In the singular, there are only two unambiguous Grade 2 forms for which the root carries a medium vowel.
20This effect is absent in Grade 3 except perhaps in forms with e. Stable stems jít̪jjě̤et̪ ‘neck’ and t̪jê̤ent̪ìn ‘breast’ acquire breathy voice. In unstable stems, breathy voice is even

exceptionally lost at times, in forms like mèet̪mì̤it̪ ‘child’ and rí̤crjèec ‘ageset’. This pattern is clearly reminiscent of the Grade 2 voicing pattern, although there are only a handful of
relevant examples.
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Grade 2 suffixes have a consistent representation, as low toned V suffixes, with allomorphy based on stem type in the plural.

⇒ These generalizations extend to 49 noun pairs that show no change in the vowel but the same alternations in voice and tone, which we analyze as
Grade 2 also:

(46) Singular Plural Meaning
kè̤et ké̤et ‘shoulder’
gê̤em gè̤m ‘cheek’
kwìic kwíic ‘ankle’
ŋèep ŋép ‘corner of mouth’

Singular Plural Meaning
agumṳ̀t agumṳ̀ut ‘owl’
gèeŋ gê̤eŋ ‘hat’
lèek lê̤ek ‘kind of fish’
kèec kê̤ec ‘gourd used to hold water’

5 Long suffixes

Can we identify a default strategy for number marking?

▷ The final declensions we discuss mark singular and plural by lengthening vowels to long without any change in the vowel. This effect occurs in the
singular and the plural.

▷ In addition, we show that the long plural is the default strategy for numbermarking, productively applying to loanwords as well as nominalizations
(Ladd et al. 2009; Andersen 2014).

▷ We diverge here from Ladd and Blum (to appear), who treat all the forms with no raising/lowering discussed in this section as part of a Grade 2
alternation (if the vowel is not a) or a Grade 3 alternation (if the vowel is a) also. As a result, we will end up positing two additional inflection
classes.21

21We believe that there is a significant payoff to this move. One, we can recognize a default number marking strategy, the long plural, which is productive in loanwords (otherwise, it
is not clear why most loanwords do not show vowel lowering/raising, since they must be analyzed as a mix of Grade 2 and Grade 3 forms). In addition, the generalizations we identified
about the behavior of tone and length in Grade 2 and Grade 3 are difficult to state if we do not separate out the long plurals and long singulars. The lack of lengthening of medium vowels
in unambiguous Grade 2 and Grade 3 forms then cannot be attributed to a ban on long vowels and the tonal generalizations are weakened by the long singular class, which we will see
displays tonal polarity.
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5.1 Long plural

▷ There are 58 noun pairs which form the plural by lengthening the root vowel to long, without evidence of the assimilatory processes associated with
Grade 2 or 3:

(47) Singular Plural Meaning
kàl kâaal ‘town, fence’
pìɲ pîiiɲ ‘place, ground’
cǒol còool ‘charcoal’

▷ 37 plural nouns surface with a low tone:

(48) Singular Plural Meaning
pǎal pàaal ‘knife’
ɟáak ɟàaak ‘pelican’
cǒol còool ‘charcoal’

▷ The remaining 21 nouns all carry a falling tone, corresponding to a low tone in the root in 20 cases:22

(49) Singular Plural Meaning
kàl kâaal ‘town, fence’
pìɲ pîiiɲ ‘place, ground’
tìim tîiim ‘tree’

Proposal: We posit a V̀V plural suffix that lengthens all vowels to long and displays the tonal interaction with stable stems previously described.

This plural suffix is regular in 57 out of 58 noun pairs.

22Interestingly, almost all stems that are CVC in the singular fall in this class (10/11), suggesting another morphophonological correlate of the unstable/stable stem distinction.
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Loanwords

▷ As noted by Ladd et al. (2009) and Andersen (2014), there is evidence from loanwords that a long, lowtoned plural is the default strategy for
number marking. There are ten loanwords in the Luanyjang corpus, of which nine make use of this plural strategy:

(50) Singular Plural Meaning
bid̪à bid̪àaa ‘fishhook’
dṳŋgṳlî̤it dṳŋgṳlì̤iit ‘westerner’
galàm galàaam ‘pen’
garnêet garnèeet ‘grenade’
kumbâaj kumbàaaj ‘cup’

(51) Singular Plural Meaning
maŋgàa maŋgàaa ‘mango’
ɲiwàn ɲiwàaan ‘aidworker’
t̪ṳkṳ̂ul t̪ṳkṳ̀uul ‘school’
t̪ṳrṳmbǐil t̪ṳrṳmbìiil ‘car’

▷ Andersen (2014:245–246) makes the same observation for loanwords in Agar Dinka. In addition, he notes that this strategy is used to form plurals
of nominalized verbs in Agar also:

(52) Singular Plural Meaning
dé̤kṳ̂uɲ dé̤kṳ̀uuɲ ‘helper’
dé̤pô̤ooc dé̤pò̤ooc ‘teacher’
amé̤tṳ̂uc amé̤tṳ̀uuc ‘messenger’
(Agar Dinka; Andersen 2014:246)

⇒ The long plural is the default strategy for number marking and it is regular in the right contexts. These facts suggest a view of Dinka as a tripartite
language with a few inflection classes for each number class. For example, for the inherently singular nouns, which only take a suffix in the plural, we can
now posit three inflection classes:

(53) Table 2. Inflection classes for inherently singular nouns.
Singular Plural Proportion of regular nouns

I. ∅  Long PL 57/58
ɟáak ɟàaak ‘pelican’

II. ∅  Grade 2 PL 25/33
awán awě̤en ‘jackal’

III. ∅  Grade 3 PL 60/66
t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’
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5.2 Long singular

▷ There is also a class of inherently plural nouns that form the singular with a long suffix, in 57 noun pairs:

(54) Singular Plural Meaning
mè̤een mé̤n ‘forked support’
akɔ̤̂ɔɔn akɔ̤̌ɔn ‘elephant’
rǎ̤aal rà̤l ‘nerve’
agṳ̌uuk agṳ̂k ‘dove’

▷ We saw previously that the Grade 2 and Grade 3 singular suffixes are associated with a bimoraic template, so these are not analytically ambiguous
in the view we propose.

▷ This class of singular nouns is not consistently associated with a particular tone. The singular forms surface with all four tones, which is distinct
from the underlying tone in all but one pair.

▷ More precisely, we can distinguish four distinct patterns of tonal alternation in this class:

(55) Low singular  high plural (23 nouns):23
mè̤een mé̤n ‘forked support’
nòoon nóon ‘grass’
gɔ̤̀ɔɔr gɔ̤́r ‘green kind of snake’

(56) Falling singular  Rising/high plural (12 nouns):
kôoot kǒot ‘kind of acacia tree’
acɔ̤̂ɔɔt acɔ̤̌ɔt ‘cattle without horns’
akɔ̤̂ɔɔn akɔ̤̌ɔn ‘elephant’

(57) Rising singular  Falling/low plural (9 nouns):24
agṳ̌uuk agṳ̂k ‘dove’
kě̤eer kê̤r ‘branch’
kwǎaar kwàr ‘ancestor’

(58) High singular  Rising plural (9 nouns):
lɔ̤́ɔɔm lɔ̤̌ɔm ‘rib’
ɲjé̤eel ɲjě̤el ‘python’
cɔ̤́ɔɔc cɔ̤̌ɔc ‘end of rope’

Our proposal: We suggest that this pattern reflects a tonal polarity effect. More precisely, we posit a VV singular suffix that lengthens all roots to
long and carries a dissimilatory tone, which overwrites the root tone.25

23The fact that this class contains a large number of nouns with this tonal pattern is probably not significant, because 12 of these nouns are rfinal, which may carry medium vowels
underlyingly and so could also be analyzed as unstable stems carrying a Grade 2 singular suffix.

24The patterns in (56) and (57) suggest that the simplex tones (low and high) can dissimilate to complex tones. We tentatively suggest that such stems are stable stems, triggering
dissimilation to the most dissimilar complex tone. In support of this idea, note that 10/14 stems of this type are CVC and there appears to be a correlation between CVC roots and stable
stems across inflection classes.
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⇒ In this view of inherently plural nouns, we end up with three inflection classes, much like for inherently singular nouns:

(59) Table 3. Inflection classes for inherently plural nouns.
Singular Plural Proportion of regular nouns

IV. Long SG  ∅ 53/57
agṳ̌uuk agṳ̂k ‘dove’

V. Grade 2 SG  ∅ 36/44
gê̤em gè̤m ‘cheek’

VI. Grade 3 SG  ∅ 39/52
rjɛ̌ɛm rím ‘blood’

The resulting picture:

▷ Dinka is a tripartite number language, with a few inflection classes per number class. What is unusual only is that all affixes are floating vowel
suffixes, integrated into the root.

▷ (We do not discuss the third class of nouns in detail, numberless nouns, which have an affix in the singular and in the plural. Appendix B
identifies a set of 28 nouns that fall in this class.)

⇒ These rules account for 338/363 (93.1%) native noun pairs in the corpus. The remaining 25 irregular nouns show a variety of patterns, including
suppletion, coda alternation, and unpredictable changes in the vowel. See Appendix C.26

25The difference between (56) and (58) is surprising here, showing that a rising tone may trigger the expected dissimilatory falling tone, but also a high tone. Remijsen and Ladd
(2008) discuss the fact that a falling tone is simplified to a high tone by a process of Contour Simplification in some morphological categories. We propose that the long singular may
trigger this tonal operation. In accordance, we note that the corresponding singular nouns in the Agar dialect all carry the expected falling tone.

26As noted there, 13/25 out of the irregular forms show the tonal and length pattern of a long plural. So these 25 pairs could be included in inflection class I without affecting the
conclusions about regularity.
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6 Regularity

How can we assess the claim that this is a regular system?

▷ We claim that this is a rulegoverned and regular system, fundamentally no different from gender systems with multiple declension classes.
▷ We assess the regularity of Dinka morphology using the Tolerance Principle from Yang (2016). Yang proposes that the productivity of a rule can be
evaluated with the formula in (60).

(60) Tolerance Principle (Yang 2016):
A rule is productive for a set of lexical items N iff the number of exceptions does not exceed N

lnN

How does the Tolerance Principle apply to inflectional classes?

▷ Yang argues that, given sufficient evidence, learners create subdivisions in lexical categories when there is no general productive rule. The Tolerance
Principle then applies within an inflection class.

▷ Table 4 assesses our six inflection classes using the Tolerance Principle. Numberless nouns are counted as belonging to a singular and plural inflection
classes, with exceptions counted double where the source of irregularity is not unambiguous.27

(61) Table 4. Inflection classes for Dinka number.
Singular Plural Regular nouns Singular Plural Regular nouns

(Permitted exceptions) (Permitted exceptions)
I. ∅  Long PL 68/69 IV. Long SG  ∅ 68/73

ɟáak ɟàaak ‘pelican’ (16.3) agṳ̌uuk agṳ̂k ‘dove’ (17)
II. ∅  Grade 2 PL 35/47 V. Grade 2 SG  ∅ 36/44

awán awě̤en ‘jackal’ (12.2) gê̤em gè̤m ‘cheek’ (11.6)
III. ∅  Grade 3 PL 63/69 VI. Grade 3 SG  ∅ 48/63

t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’ (16.3) rjɛ̌ɛm rím ‘blood’ (15.2)

27The Tolerance Principle is most permissive when evaluating small classes, so larger numbers are a better test. But nothing hinges on this choice. If we ignore the numberless nouns,
or treat the numberless nouns as their own inflection classes, each inflection class is still governed by a regular rule in accordance with the Tolerance Principle.
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⇒ Dinka plural morphology is regular and concatenative:

▷ Although the Dinka system is complex, it does not require positing a fully irregular inflectional system.
▷ Despite the large variety of phonological changes that occur in the root, they can be accounted with a simple set of floating vowel affixes, which
always lengthen the root.

Conclusion

Our main claims

▷ In this talk, we have shown that, although Dinka morphology has been cited as a challenge to itembased approaches to morphology, it makes use of
fully concatenative processes (see Trommer 2011 for discussion of the verbal domain).

▷ In addition, when we recognize the importance of tripartite number as well as a handful of inflection classes, we can see that Dinka nominal
morphology is regular.

On learnability

▷ In this view, Dinka number morphology is not necessarily anymore complex than plural marking in a language like German (Wiese 1996;Wunderlich
1999; Trommer 2021), in which the productive number marking strategy with loanwords is also not a pattern that obtains with the majority of nouns.

▷ Although the rootinternal morphology is complex, the learner is aided by a number of factors (see Appendix D for more detail): :

1. Vowel raising/lowering and lengthening always signal an underlying affix
2. The inventory of floating affixes is small and many of the processes involved occur in verbal morphology as well
3. Like gender, tripartite number has a semantic basis

⇒ There may not be any morphological systems that are fully irregular. In addition, Western Nilotic systems do not necessarily pose a challenge to a
concatenative view of morphology (cf. Ladd and Blum to appear on Dinka and Gjersøe 2020 and Baerman and Monich to appear on Nuer).
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Appendix A: Andersen’s arguments against a tripartite analysis

Andersen (2014) argues that Dinka is no longer synchronically a tripartite number system. He presents a few arguments in favor of this conclusion:

1. The singular is the citation form.
Andersen points out that native speakers supply the singular as citation forms always, even for nouns which are historically marked in the singular.
⇒ But Kouneli (2020) reports the same for the tripartite number system of Kipsigis (Kenya, Nilotic), which retains overt number suffixes. Speakers
provide a singular citation form for inherently singular nouns (62a), but also for inherently plural nouns (62b):

(62) Singular is the citation form in Kipsigis:
a. laakwait

childTH-SEC
‘child’

b. ngeendyaantait
beanSG-TH-SEC
‘bean’
(Kipsigis; Kouneli 2020:13–14)

2. Variation in the plural.
Andersen observes that there is variation in the plural, with speakers sometimes giving multiple forms (63). In contrast, there is no apparent variation
in the singular.

(63) Singular Plural
n̪jâaal n̪jɔ̀ɔl, n̪jé̤el ‘knee’
wṳ̀m wṳ̂uum, wwò̤om ‘nose’
bwɔ̂ɔl bwɔ̀ɔɔl, bjàal ‘rabbit, hare’
(Agar Dinka, Andersen 2014:248)

⇒ As Andersen acknowledges, Ladd et al. (2009) appear to find less variation for Luanyjang Dinka. In addition, Kouneli reports variation in the
plurals for Kipsigis as well (Appendix A).28

28Also, when we compare dialects, we do occasionally find variation in the singular as well. For example, inherently plural t̪ìn ‘breast’ has the singular t̪î̤in in Agar Dinka, but the
singular t̪jê̤en in Luanyjang.
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3. No evidence for semantic differences.
Andersen shows that there is no evidence for semantic differences between unmarked and marked nouns. For example, there are a number of
collective predicates which may combine with a singular subject to give a plural reading, regardless of the number class.29

(64) All singular nouns can have a collective readings:
a. lá̤j

animal.SG
àgwè̤eer
Dgo.all.CP

làaaŋ.
side.DEM.LOC

‘Animals are coming this way.’
b. cjé̤ec

bee.SG
àlṳ̀t.
Dmove.as.large.group

‘A swarm of bees is flying.’
(Agar Dinka, Andersen 2014:250)

⇒ But Kouneli (2020) similarly shows that inherently singular and plural nouns do not differ in their semantics in Kipsigis either. For example, both
inherently plural nouns and marked plural nouns have inclusive readings:

(65) An inherently plural noun can have an inclusive reading:
Q: Ígéeré

2SGseeIPFV
sólòbêekí?
cockroachTH.SEC-Q

‘Do you see cockroaches?’
A: Êe,

yes
ágéeré
1SGseeIPFV

àgêengè?
one

‘Yes, I see one.’
(Kipsigis; Kouneli 2020:16)

Takeaway: The comparison with Kipsigis tells us that tripartite number does not necessarily have consequences for the semantics of number. The fact
that Dinka treats the singular as default is not an argument against a morphologically tripartite analysis.

29Note that, as we wlll demonstrate, lá̤j is an inherently singular noun (the plural là̤aj is marked by lengthening), while cjé̤ec is an inherently plural noun (it is derived through
lengthening and vowel lowering from the plural root cí̤c).
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What kind of view of tripartite number explains the lack of semantic effects?
Harbour (2007, 2011) and Kouneli (2020):

▷ We know from gender systems that conceptual properties of noun can serve as a basis for classifying nouns into often arbitrary classes.
▷ Harbour and Kouneli argue that inherent number too can function as a conceptual basis for classifying nouns. In this view, tripartite number system
have three numberbased “genders”.

▷ In this view, inherently singular and inherently plural nouns have the same structure, but come with different uninterpretable features, just as in
gender systems (which Kouneli locates on n):

(66) Inherently singular nouns:
NumP

Num nP

n
[uSG]

√
ROOT

(67) Inherently plural nouns:
NumP

Num nP

n
[uPL]

√
ROOT

These number features have no effect on the semantics, but influence the spellout of interpretable number features on Num, resulting in different
affixation patterns.
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Appendix B: Numberless nouns

▷ A key property of tripartite number systems is the existence of a class of “numberless” nouns, nouns which take both singular and plural marking.
▷ Now that we understand the singular and plural inflection classes in Luanyjang Dinka, we can demonstrate that this class exists in Dinka too:

1. Inflection class VII: Long SG  Grade 2.
First, there are 14 noun pairs that show a Grade 2 suffix in the plural, and a long singular suffix in the singular:

(68) Singular Plural Meaning
lǎaaŋ lɛ̀ɛŋ ‘slave’
amà̤aal amɛ̤̌ɛl ‘sheep’
wàaat wɛ̌ɛt ‘whip’

2. Inflection class VIII: Grade 3  Long PL.
Next, there are 11 noun pairs with a Grade 3 suffix in the singular and a long pluralː

(69) Singular Plural Meaning
ɰà̤am ɰɔ̤̀ɔɔm ‘thigh’
adwɔ̤̀ɔk adò̤ook ‘kind of gourd’
jwɔ̂ɔm jòoom ‘bone’

3. Inflection class IX: Long SG  Grade 3.
Finally, there are three noun pairs that have a Grade 3 suffix in the plural and a long singular:

(70) Singular Plural Meaning
dě̤eek dɛ̤̀ɛk ‘small kind of antelope’
ŋɔ̂ɔɔk ŋàak ‘kind of catfish’
ŋwèeel ŋwɛ̀ɛl ‘glans of penis’

⇒ In Dinka, as in other tripartite number languages, numberless nouns combine with the same number suffixes that are found in inherently singular and
inherently plural nouns. As a result, these numberless nouns show the same tonal and lengthening behavior.
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The three classes of numberless nouns are summarized in Table 5:

(71) Table 5. Inflection classes for numberless nouns.
Singular Plural Proportion of regular nouns

VII. Long SG  Grade 2 10/14
wàaat wɛ̌ɛt ‘whip’

VIII. Grade 3  Long PL 9/11
adwɔ̤̀ɔk adò̤ook ‘kind of gourd’

IX. Long SG  Grade 3 3/3
ŋɔ̂ɔɔk ŋàak ‘kind of catfish’

Appendix C: Suppletion and irregularity

▷ There are 25 exceptional noun pairs. Within these, 4 pairs are highly frequent nouns that are suppletive:

(72) Singular Plural Meaning
tìik djà̤aar ‘woman’
ràaan kɔ́ɔc ‘person’
mòoc rò̤oor ‘man’
wéeŋ ɰò̤ok ‘cow’

▷ 4 nouns seem to take the long plural but with unpredictable changes in the vowel:

(73) Singular Plural Meaning
n̪òm n̪î̤iim ‘head’
ɲàa ɲǐ̤iir ‘girl’
dòm dṳ̂uum ‘field’
dɔ̀ɔw dɛ̀ɛɛw ‘heifer’
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▷ The biggest class of irregular forms consists of twelve nouns in which the coda consonant t̪ alternates with a glide, likely a remnant of a plural
suffix:30

(74) Singular Plural Meaning
aŋɔ́ɔw aŋàaat̪ ‘cat’
jí̤ic jì̤it̪ ‘ear’
ɲɔ́ɔw ɲò̤ot̪ ‘udder

Although this set could be treated as another inflection class of the plural, it shows a considerable degree of irregularity. Almost all plurals are
lowtoned, but lengthening is variable. Also, the plural may trigger vowel raising, vowel lowering, or display no change in the vowel at all, without
a clear pattern.

▷ And, finally, there are a 4 pairs that do not clearly belong to any classː31

(75) Singular Plural Meaning
kó̤k kò̤k ‘hole in tree’
wà̤ wà̤t ‘son’
ró̤l rò̤t ‘throat’
rèel ré̤t ‘anthill’

⇒ As in most languages, Dinka has a small number of nouns that are truly irregular. In support of the idea that the long plural is the default strategy of
marking number, note that half of these irregular nouns (13/25) have a long plural, mostly with a low tone (10/13) or a predictable complex tone (2/3).

30There is one pair wè̤eet̪wè̤ew in which the t̪ appears in the singular.
31The one remaining pair is t̪jɛ̤̀ɛkt̪jɛ̤̀ɛkt̪jɛ̤̀ɛk ‘marriage’, which seems to form a plural through reduplication.
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Appendix D: Classspecific generalizations

How does the language learner sort nouns into this inflectional system?
We identify three sources of reliable cues that a language learner can use to master this system:

1. Phonological markedness (length, voice, complex tones)

2. Semantic generalizations at the basis of the tripartite number system

3. Classspecific phonological and semantic generalizations

Phonological cues

The learner is aided by a number ofmorphophonological features of our analysis in determining the presence and form of a floating affix:

▷ In the view we develop, phonological markedness corresponds to morphological markedness in most cases:

– Lengthening of a root always signals the presence of an underlying affix. In addition, long vowels in isolation are a sufficient cue for an affix
(with the exception of rfinal nouns).

– A change from creaky to breathy voice signals the presence of a Grade 2 morpheme.
– Vowel lowering/raising always reflects an underlying morpheme. Note also that, within the Dinka vowel grade system, it is never ambiguous
whether we are dealing with lowering or raising.32

– Tonal alternations are always the result of an underlying affix. In addition, the exponent of inflectional tone is almost always either a low tone
or a complex tone. High tone is a reliable cue for the root form of a noun.

▷ In addition, because Grade 2 and Grade 3 suffixes come with a ban on long vowels with most stems, there is little room for misanalysis. The main
source of systematic ambiguity arises between Class I and Class II, for CVVC unstable stems.

▷ Finally, the inventory of underlying affixes is small, with many inflection classes using the same processes of assimilation and lengthening and
the same tonal alternations. Although the system of vowel grades is complex, the same vowel grade system is used frequently in the verbal domain.
Similarly, the verbal system makes use of the same operations of lengthening, as well as affixspecific prohibitions on long vowels.

32In particular, the only instance of vowel raising is a to ɛ, but, since ɛ is only present in Grade 2, it is never the input to lowering.
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Tripartite number

How does the learner sort nouns into number classes?

▷ Dinka is a tripartite number system. Like gender systems, this way of sorting nouns is grounded is often arbitrary:

(76) Inherently singular nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
abǎaar abɛ̀ɛɛr ‘orphan’
dóoor dwɔ̀ɔɔr ‘member of Equatorian tribe’
kṳ̀ul kwɔ̤̀ɔl ‘lower leg’

(77) Inherently plural nouns:
Singular Plural Meaning
ɟwɔ̤̀ɔl ɟṳ́l ‘single child’
nwɛ̤̀ɛɛr nwá̤r ‘Nuer person’
djɛ̀ɛɛr dìiir ‘leg’

▷ At the same time, the tripartite number classification is frequently predictable. Nouns which naturally occur in pairs or groups are more likely to
be treated as inherently plural, while nouns that refer to entities that prototypically occur as individuals are more likely to be inherently singular.33

▷ We demonstrate with a number of reliable conceptual distinctions in Luanyjang Dinka (based on suggestions by Grimm 2012 and Moodie 2019 for
other tripartite systems):

1. Trees and plants.
Four, mostly generic, words for trees and plants are inherently singular, but 22/26 nouns referring to vegetation are marked in the singular:34

(78) 4 inherently singular nouns for trees/plants:
Singular Plural Meaning
tìim tîiim ‘tree (generic)’
bṳ́t bwɔ̤̀ɔt ‘shrub (generic)’
rṳ́p rwɔ̤̀ɔp ‘group of trees in plain’
t̪íil t̪jɛ̀ɛl ‘thistle’

(79) 20 inherently plural nouns for trees/plants:
Singular Plural Meaning
kì̤iir kí̤r ‘thorny kind of tree’
tâaar tár ‘sisal plant’
rì̤iir rí̤r ‘kind of tree’
tì̤iit tí̤it ‘mahogany tree’
kôoot kǒot ‘acacia tree’
t̪è̤ep t̪é̤ep ‘kind of tree’
t̪jɛ̤̀ɛt̪ t̪í̤t̪ ‘kind of plant’
gjɛ́ɛɛr gír ‘kind of tree with hard wood’
ɲɔ̀ɔɔr ɲɔ́r ‘kind of timber tree’
apàac apác ‘floating swamp grass’
…

33We haven’t been able to identify a semantic property reliably associated with numberless nouns.
34One such noun is numberless.
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2. Body parts.
Naturally singular body parts are marked in the plural (9/10) (80), while body parts that naturally occur in pairs or groups are marked in the singular
(29/34) (81):

(80) Inherently singular nouns for body parts:
Singular Plural Meaning
t̪òok t̪ôook ‘mouth’
wṳ̀um wṳ̂uum ‘nose’
t̪èeɲ t̪ɛ̀ɛɲ ‘groin’
cwá̤ɲ cwà̤aɲ ‘liver’
jít̪ jjě̤et̪ ‘neck’

(81) Inherently plural nouns for body parts:
Singular Plural Meaning
lɔ̤́ɔɔm lɔ̤̌ɔm ‘rib’
n̪jàaan n̪ján ‘testicle’
cǐin cìn ‘hand’
cǒ̤ok cò̤k ‘foot’
rjɔ̤̌ɔp rjɔ̤̀p ‘nail’

3. Animacy.
The more animate a noun, the more likely it is inherently singular. 26/40 nouns referring to people are marked in the plural. Similarly, 37/55 nouns
referring to animals are marked in the plural.35 Conversely, insects are usually inherently plural (9/11) (acàaakacjɛ̌ɛk ‘tick’ is a numberless noun):

(82) 2 Inherently singular nouns for insects:
Singular Plural Meaning
kɔ̤́m kà̤am ‘worm’
gɔ́ɔt gàat ‘grasshopper, also: hill’

(83) 9 Inherently plural nouns for insects:
Singular Plural Meaning
acṳ̀uuk acṳ́k ‘biting kind of black ant’
aŋìiic aŋíc ‘kind of ant’
dìiir dír ‘cricket’
t̪òoor t̪ór ‘kind of midge’
kjɛ̌ɛt̪ kít̪ ‘scorpion’
mì̤iit mí̤it ‘firefly’
rṳ̀uŋ rṳ́ŋ ‘breeze fly’
ɲɔ̤̀ɔk ɲɔ̤́ɔk ‘louse’
kjě̤ec kí̤c ‘bee’

⇒ Conceptual properties of the noun are a useful, if somewhat imperfect, guide to the tripartite number classification.
Note: There may additionally be phonological cues that are associated with tripartite number. For instance, lowtoned CVVC roots are frequently
inherently singular (45/56).

35It is not surprising to find considerable variation in this domain, since we may expect to find differences between solitary and herd animals as well.
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Classspecific generalizations

How does the learner sort nouns into inflection classes?
A final question is whether there are cues that help the learner identify which noun goes into which inflection class. There are no obvious generalizations
about numberless nouns, but inflection class I–VI are all associated with phonological and/or semantic generalizations:

1. Inflection class I.

▷ 21/29 inherently singular nouns with a complex tone in the root belong to Class I.

2. Inflection class II.

▷ 13/46 nouns in Class II start with a. As noted in the introduction, the most common class of polysyllabic nouns is formed with an aprefix.
There are 31 such nouns that are marked in the plural, but note that there are 7 anouns that are ambiguous between Class I and Class II. If
these nouns belong to Class II, then close to half of the Grade 2 nouns would be anouns.

▷ 9/46 nouns in Class II are roots ending in ŋ. Out of six other such roots, three are ambiguous between Class I and Class II. Potentially then,
12/15 ŋfinal roots are in Class II.

3. Inflection class III.

▷ Inherently singular roots with a high tone are usually Class III (44/63).
▷ Class III contains a number of apparentlymasculine nouns (84),36 as well as nouns associated with initiation rites, hunting, or warfare (85):

(84) Singular Plural Meaning
d̪ɔ̤̀ɔk d̪à̤ak ‘boy’
d̪ṳ̀uk d̪wɔ̤̀ɔk ‘gentleman’
ɲɔ̀ɔk ɲàak ‘male goat
bá̤ɲ bâ̤aɲ ‘chief’
t̪ṳ́uw t̪wò̤ow ‘inlaw’
ɟɔ̀ɔk ɟâak ‘god’
t̪èeɲ t̪ɛ̀ɛɲ ‘groin’

(85) Singular Plural Meaning
rí̤c rjèec ‘ageset’
wít̪ wjɛ̀ɛt̪ ‘arrow, needle’
wṳ́t wwɔ̤̀ɔt ‘cattle camp’
kwìil kwjɛ̀ɛl ‘eyetooth’
tír tjɛ̀ɛɛr ‘bloodfeud’
ŋwèeel ŋwɛ̀ɛl ‘glans of penis’ (Class IX)
rìn rjɛ̀ɛn ‘name’

36Compare with t̪ɔ̤̀ɔkt̪ò̤ok ‘goat’, d̪jɔ́pd̪jòop ‘female inlaw’, ŋwó̤tŋṳ́t ‘female animate entity’, all members of Class VI.
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4. Inflection class IV.

▷ 18/24 inherently plural roots with a complex tone are in Class IV.
▷ 19/33 anouns that are marked in the singular are in Class IV.
▷ Class IV also contains a large number of nouns referring to trees, plants, and items made of wood:

(86) Singular Plural Meaning
kì̤iir kí̤r ‘thorny kind of tree’
tâaar tár ‘sisal plant’
at̪ɔ̌ɔɔn at̪ɔ́n ‘kind of plant with round edible root’
rì̤iir rí̤r ‘kind of tree’
tì̤iit tí̤it ‘mahogany tree’
kôoot kǒot ‘acacia tree’
ŋâaap ŋɛ̤̌ɛp ‘sycamore tree’ (Class VII)
kě̤eer kê̤r ‘branch’
pâ̤aat pá̤at ‘bark of tree’
aŋṳ́uum aŋṳ̌um ‘base of trunk, hips’

(87) Singular Plural Meaning
agɛ̤̂ɛɛp agɛ̤̌ɛp ‘deleb palm tree’
nòoon nóon ‘grass’
ɲɔ̀ɔɔr ɲɔ́r ‘kind of timber tree’
ɰâ̤aak ɰá̤ak ‘dried out dead tree’
ɰǒ̤oor ɰò̤r ‘ambush wood’
jɔ̤̀ɔɔk jɔ̤́ɔk ‘flower’
agèeen agén ‘board’
mè̤een mé̤n ‘forked support’
pṳ̀uur pṳ́r ‘hoe, spade’
t̪ó̤ooc t̪ǒ̤oc ‘stool’

5. Inflection class V.

▷ High CVVC inherently plural roots tend to be in Class V (19/30).
▷ Class V contains a large number of typically dual or plural body parts:

(88) Singular Plural Meaning
ɲìip ɲíp ‘incisor’
ŋèep ŋép ‘corner of mouth’
cǐin cìn ‘hand’
cǒ̤ok cò̤k ‘foot’
gê̤em gè̤m ‘cheek’
kô̤ok kò̤k ‘arm’

(89) Singular Plural Meaning
rjɔ̤̌ɔp rjɔ̤̀p ‘fingernail/toenail’
lê̤ec lèec ‘tooth’
kè̤et ké̤et ‘shoulder’
kwìic kwíic ‘ankle’
ròok róok ‘kidney’
kɔ̀ɔɔr kɔ́r ‘elbow’
ŋṳ̀uur ŋṳ́r ‘heel’
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6. Inflection class VI.

▷ Long rfinal inherently plural roots are in Class VI (4/4).
▷ Class VI contains a number of feminine nouns or generic nouns with a masculine counterpart in class III (90), in addition to nouns associated
with food (91):

(90) Singular Plural Meaning
d̪jɔ́p d̪jòop ‘female inlaw’
ŋwó̤t ŋṳ́t ‘female animate entity’
t̪jê̤en t̪ìn ‘breast’
t̪ɔ̤̀ɔk t̪ò̤ok ‘goat’
mèet̪ mì̤it̪ ‘child’

(91) Singular Plural Meaning
lwɔ̌ɔw lów ‘yeast, from fermented sorghum’
awwɔ̤̌ɔw awṳ́uw ‘millet’
akwɛ̀ɛm akwém ‘bean (generic)’
aɲwǒol aɲól ‘maize’
ɲwɔ̤̌ɔm ɲṳ́m ‘sesame’
twɔ̌ɔŋ tóŋ ‘egg’
agwɔ̌ɔt̪ agót̪ ‘small grey kind of bean’

⇒ Learners can draw on a variety of morphophonological and semantic sources to identify the number class and inflection class of a noun.
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